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1 Side perimeter should be fully clipped into 
the module

2
Tiles overlapping the side perimeter should 
sit flat - foam underneath should be 
trimmed if pushing tiles up

3 Perimeter corners should be installed at the 
top of each side perimeter

4 Overlap between modules should be 10mm

5 Flexible flashing should be fully 
stuck onto tiles

6 No sagging in the flexible flashing 
should be visible

7 Side perimeters should not be 
digging into the flexible flashing

8 Overlap between separate rolls of 
flexible flashing should be 200mm
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9
Tile overlap onto side perimeter - no more than 
20mm gap should be visible raised side perimeter 
and tiles

10
Tiles overlapping side perimeter should sit flat - 
side perimeter up-stand should be flattened to suit 
tile type

11 Tile overlap onto top perimeter - no more than 
120mm of the top perimeter should be visible

12 Overlapping tiles onto top perimeter should match 
the laid angle of the rest of the tiles on the roof

13 Starter rail secured 90mm up from 
the bottom of the module/ perimeter

14 Maximum amount of visible flexible 
flashing 207mm

15
Flexible flashing spans a minimum 
of 250mm outward from visible side 
perimeter at both sides
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